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Abstract

In order to solve a problem arising when generalizing topographical maps, we consider the following problem for
simple polygons, i.e., coherent polygons without holes.
Some edges of the polygon may be marked as hard, and
at least two vertices of the polygon are marked as terminals. We show that the problem to
nd a tree of
minimum total length, spanning the hard edges and terminals, using only edges of the polygon and its medial
axis, can be stated as the problem to nd a minimum
Steiner tree in a Halin graph, and can be eÆciently
solved in linear time.
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left open after the elimination of the small face, must
be divided among the neighbouring faces (see e.g. gure 1). Because of conceptual constraints there may be
neighbours that cannot be enlarged by a piece of the
eliminated face. For example, it may be undesirable to
add a part of an area representing a wood to a neighbouring sea area.
In this paper, we consider the problem how to divide the small polygon among its neighbouring faces.
The polygon should be cut at certain places, but where
should we cut?
In topological terms, we need a tree structure (the
cutting lines) with the following properties.
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map generalisation, minimum network Steiner tree,
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 When two neighbour faces meet at the boundary

1 Introduction

Topographical maps show, among other things, land
use by means of coloured polygons that cover the whole
map. Di erent polygons represent di erent uses of land,
e.g. woods, sea, buildings. Thus the area is divided into
coherent polygons with the same land use. When going from a large scale to a small scale map, this planar
subdivision often needs to be generalised or simpli ed.
One of the things we would like to do is taking out
faces which would be too small for practical purposes
at the smaller scale. Of course, the elimination of a
face should not create a hole in the map. The space
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ary of the eliminated polygon.

of the eliminated face, the boundary between the
two faces continues along the cutting tree. That is:
the cutting tree spans all boundary vertices that
are adjacent to at least two other polygons.

 Each boundary between the eliminated face and a
neighbouring face that cannot receive a part of the
eliminated face, is part of the tree.

In geometrical terms, we would like to nd a tree
structure that maintains the `character' of the neighbouring faces and does not introduce artifacts like narrow appendices or strange knobs. Moreover, since the
object of the entire operation is to simplify the map, we
would like to make sure that the new boundaries are less
complex (in an optical sense) than the old boundaries.
Bader and Weibel proposed to use the medial axis
for this purpose [2]. However, this approach can lead to
strange knob-like artifacts (see gure 1).
An alternative method is to look for a cutting tree
with the smallest possible total length. This gives us
some kind of guarantee that, in a sense, a maximal reduction in complexity is achieved. Unfortunately, such
a tree seems diÆcult to compute. It is a variant of

Figure 2: The enhanced polygon with its medial axis.
Added vertices are shown as open dots. The actual
medial axis is shown dashed. The added edges (concave
corner bisectors) are printed double dashed.
Figure 1: Using the medial axis to divide a polygon
among its neighbours. On top is the situation before
the division; below is the situation after. The cutting
tree is drawn in fat lines.
the general planar Steiner tree problem: given a set
of points in the plane, nd a tree with minimum total length that spans the given points. Extra vertices
may be added, i.e. the branches of the tree may meet
each other anywhere in the plane, not only at the given
points. Garey et al. have shown the general planar
Steiner tree problem to be at least as diÆcult as any
NP-complete problem [7]. However, our problem is restricted by the fact that all given points are on the
boundary of a coherent polygon without holes. We demand that no part of the solution is outside that polygon. We do not know if a polynomial time algorithm
exists for this restricted Steiner tree problem. Furthermore, we do not know how the complexity of the (restricted) Steiner tree problem is a ected if we specify
segments of the polygon boundary that must be present
in every solution (like land-sea boundaries).
In this paper, we combine the medial axis approach
and the Steiner tree approach: we look for a cutting
tree, that only uses edges that belong to either an enhanced version of the original polygon or the medial
axis, and that has minimum total length. The advantage of this mixed approach is that we can prove that
such cutting trees can be found in linear time, as we
will show in this article.

2 Modelling the problem: Steiner trees in Halin
graphs

We rst de ne the graph we work with more precisely.
For this purpose the boundary of the face that must
be eliminated is enhanced with n additional vertices
half-way on all the edges (n being the number of vertices in the original polygon). The medial axis is dened as the Voronoi diagram of the boundary edges
and vertices of the polygon (using only the part of the
diagram that is inside of the polygon), with O(n) additional edges dividing concave corners (see gure 2).
Hopefully this choice of edges is suÆcient to enable an
algorithm to maintain the `characteristics' of the neighbour faces reasonably well (see explanation given above;
a detailed discussion of this idea is beyond the subject
of this article).All edges are weighted according to their
length.
Lemma 1

Given Euclidian distance metric, the medial

axis of a polygon without holes is a tree, except for edges
to corners (i.e. concave corners) which meet in the corner.

Proof: This is well known. Suppose the medial axis
contains a cycle that does not contain a corner. By
the de nition of the Voronoi diagram, this cycle is the
boundary of an area for which some boundary edge or
vertex is closer than any other boundary edge or vertex. Let P be a point inside this area and P 0 the associated vertex or the closest point on the associated
edge. Since P is inside a cycle inside the polygon, the
segment P P 0 cuts the cycle in some point Q, which
is not on a boundary edge or vertex. Consider any

Figure 3: A corner transformed into multiple leafs of
the medial axis. Double lines represent zero-length auxiliary edges.
point R on QP 0 (R 6= Q and R 6= P 0 ). Let R0 be a
point on the polygon boundary which is closest to R.
Since R is not in the same Voronoi cell as P , R0 is
not on the same boundary segment as P 0 and it has to
be true that RR0 < RP 0 . By the triangular inequality,
0
0
0
0
P R  P R + RR < P R + RP = P P . This means that
0
the boundary point R is closer to P than P 0 , which contradicts the de nition of P 0 . Therefore, the medial axis
cannot contain a cycle that does not contain a corner.
We can consider the medial axis to be a real tree if
we consider concave corners to be multiple leafs; one leaf
for each incoming edge of the medial axis (see gure 3).
Note also that every vertex at the outside of the polygon
is adjacent to an edge of the medial axis.
Thus, the cutting tree that we want to nd is a subtree of a special (planar) graph: we have a tree, embedded in the plane, and then all leafs of the tree are
connected by a cycle, in the order in which the leafs appear in the embedding. This kind of graph is known in
graph theory as a Halin graph. Halin graphs are known
to have treewidth three [10] (see also [5]), and hence it
is known that many problems that are NP-hard for general graphs can be solved in linear time on these graphs
with a general methodology (see e.g., [1, 4]). The disadvantage of the methodology is that usually large constants are hidden in the O-notation. Fortunately, for
the problem considered here, the methodology can also
be used, but the hidden constants are very reasonable,
as discussed later in this paper.
In order to see how to cut the polygon, we have
to nd a subtree of the Halin graph consisting of the
edges of the polygon and the medial axis. This subtree
must ful l certain conditions. In the graph, we have the
following types of edges:

 Hard boundary edges. These are edges of the poly-

gon that must be cut, i.e., the edge must be present
in the subtree.

 Boundary edges that are not hard.
may be cut.

These edges

Figure 4: Types of edges and vertices. Suppose the
polygon represents a piece of land, that cannot be added
to a sea face which borders it from below. The gure
shows hard boundary edges (fat lines), other boundary edges (thin lines), internal edges (dashed), terminals (black squares), other boundary vertices (white
squares) and internal vertices (black dots).

 Edges of the medial axis.
These are called internal

These also can be cut.
.

edges

We have the following types of vertices:

 Vertices

on the boundary of the polygon, adjacent to at least two other faces. These vertices
are called the terminals. The subtree must span
at least each of these vertices.

 Other

vertices on the boundary of the polygon.
The terminals and the vertices in this category are
called boundary vertices.

 Internal vertices of the medial axis.

For an example, see gure 4.
Thus, the subtree of the Halin graph that we search
for should contain all terminals and all hard edges. Note
that if we replace the polygon by such a subtree, then
we have a subdivision of the plane into faces again.
We rst discuss how to handle hard edges. While
all other edges are given a weight, equal to their normal Euclidean length, hard edges are given weight 0,
and each endpoint of a hard edge is considered to be a
terminal.
Note that if all edges of the polygon are hard, then
there is no solution to the problem. We further assume
that this degenerate case does not hold. Now, there is
no cycle of weight 0 in the graph.
Given a graph G = (V ; E ) and a set of vertices W 
V , a tree T is a Steiner tree spanning W in G, if T

is a subgraph of G (i.e., T can be obtained from G by
removing vertices and edges) and every vertex w 2 W
belongs to T .
The following easy lemma shows that it is suÆcient
to nd a Steiner tree of minimum total weight over all
edges in the tree { every hard edge will automatically
belong to the Steiner tree.
Lemma 2

Suppose we have a graph G

for every edge e

2

( )

E a weight l e

has no cycle of weight 0.

Let W



= (V ; E ) with
0. Suppose G

be a set of vertices

and suppose that every endpoint of an edge of weight
0 belongs to W .

Then every Steiner tree spanning W

in G of minimum total weight contains every edge of
weight 0 in G.

Proof: Suppose l(e) = 0 but e does not belong to a
Steiner tree T spanning W , with the total weight of T
minimum. If we add e to T , we obtain a cycle. This
cycle must have an edge e0 of weight more than 0. Now
T e0 + e is also a Steiner tree spanning W , but the
total weight of the edges in T e0 + e is smaller than
that of T , contradiction.

tree is just the tree containing the one terminal; and if
there is no terminal, the Steiner tree is empty. In both
cases, this corresponds to the case that there is only one
face around the face to be eliminated: the eliminated
face is absorbed completely by it.
Thus, now we assume we have a Halin graph G =
(V ; E ), and a set W  V of size at least two. Each edge
e 2 E has a weight that is non-negative.
The rst step of the algorithm is to transform the
problem to one where every vertex has degree exactly
three. Note that vertices of degree at most two cannot
exist (by the manner of construction of G). We now
discuss how to modify vertices of degree at least four.
Each boundary vertex v has degree 3 (convex corners
and half-way vertices) or 5 (concave corners). In the
latter case, the ve adjacent edges are:

 a boundary edge (
 an internal edge (
(v; u);

(v; w).

Finding a minimum Steiner tree in a graph is an

[8] in 1972. However, in our case, we do not need to
nd a Steiner tree in an arbitrary graph, but we restrict inputs to Halin graphs. By the facts that Halin
graphs have treewidth three [10, 5], and that the minimum Steiner tree problem is solvable in linear time on
graphs of bounded treewidth [1], it follows directly that
the problem we want to solve has a linear time algorithm. However, using the general approach from e.g.
[1] would cause too large constant factors for the algorithm. A rst step of such an algorithm is usually to nd
a tree decomposition of bounded treewidth of this input
graph, but the known algorithms are complicated (see
[3, 9]) and often not practical. Thus, instead, we give
a tailor-made algorithm for the minimum Steiner tree
on Halin graphs, exploiting the speci c structure of this
problem and these graphs, and avoid working explicitly
with tree decompositions, using instead the medial axis
tree as main structure. Our algorithm does not carry
very high constant factors and can be expected to be
fast in practical situations. In our case, we also may
assume that all terminals are boundary vertices { this
helps for slightly easier presentation and better constant
factors.
3 Algorithmic solution

In this section, we describe the algorithm that solves
the minimum Steiner tree problem on Halin graphs.
First note that we may assume that there are at least
two terminals: if there is one terminal, then the Steiner

0
v; u ) which is perpendicular to

 a boundary edge (
 an internal edge (

np-complete problem, as was already shown by Karp

);

v; u

v; w

v; w

);

0 ) which is perpendicular to

 an added bisector edge (

v; x), which divides the
angle between (v; u0 ) and (v; w0 ).

We replace each 5-degree vertex v by three vertices
vx and vw and two zero-weight edges (vu ; vx ) and
(vx ; vw ) that connect them. The edges coming from u
and u0 are now connected to vu , the edge from x is
connected to vx , and the edges coming from w en w0
are connected to vw (see gure 3). If v was a terminal,
vu , vx and vw are terminals as well.
Internal vertices of degree k > 3 can be reduced in
a similar way to k 2 vertices of degree three: suppose the neighbours of vertex v are, in (e.g.) clockwise order: w1 ; : : : ; wk . Then split v into v1 ; : : : ; vk 2 ,
and add edges (v1 ; w1 ), (v1 ; w2 ), (v2 ; w3 ), (v3 ; w4 ), : : :,
(vk 2 ; wk 1 ), (vk 2 ; wk ), and (vi ; vi+1 ), 1  i  k 3.
Each edge (vi ; wj ) is given the weight of edge (v; wj ),
and each edge (vi ; vi+1 ) is given weight zero.
From now on, we assume that G is the graph resulting from this operation. Note that G is still a Halin
graph.
We choose an arbitrary terminal t. From t there
is exactly one internal edge, (t; t0 ). Let T be the tree
obtained by taking all internal edges except (t; t0 ). Note
that every vertex in T , except the leafs and t0 has degree
exactly three. t0 is taken as the root of T . (see gure 5.)
Each internal vertex v now has a unique well-de ned left
child l(v ), a right child r(v ), and a parent p(v ), t being
the parent of t0 . (I.e., t0 is the only node whose parent
is outside T .)
vu

,

For each vertex s 6= t, we de ne the subtree T (s) of
as the subtree of T with root s, i.e., it is formed by
s and all descendants of s, and the subgraph G(s) of G
as the subgraph, consisting of T (s), and all boundary
edges (u; v ), where u and v are leafs of T (s). Going
down into the subtree, starting from s, we nd a unique
leftmost leaf l (s) and a unique rightmost leaf r (s).
(This can be de ned inductively as follows: if s is a
leaf, then l (s) = r (s) = s; otherwise, l (s) = l (l(s))
and r (s) = r (r(s)).)
Only three edges not in G(s), are adjacent to a vertex
of G(s). These are:
T

 the internal edge ( ( ))
 the boundary edges connecting
s; p s

l

 (s) and r (s) to

their respective neighbours not in G(s)

We call s, l (s) and r (s) the top, left and right corners
of G(s).
If we have a steiner tree T in G, then the intersection
of T with G(s) forms a forest. Such a forest should meet
the following conditions:

 every terminal in

G(s) belongs to one of the connected components of the forest;

 every component contains at least one of the corners (otherwise there would be no way to construct
a path in T from that component to terminal t,
which is outside G(s)).

Figure 5: A polygon with its medial axis, redrawn as
a tree rooted at t0 , a non-tree edge (t; t0 ) and boundary edges connecting the leafs and t. Black squares are
terminal vertices.

(Components that link two or three corners, but contain no terminals, are of interest, because they may be
useful as a part of a path between terminals in neighbouring subgraphs.)
Call a forest, ful lling these conditions an S-forest in
G(s). Note that from the conditions above, it follows
that an S-forest has at most three components. We
partition the possible S-forests in G(s) into classes. For
each subgraph G(s), there are twenty di erent classes of
S-forests, depending on which corner vertices are connected by the components and which components contain a terminal.
The forest classes are the following (see gure 6 for
an illustration).

 Each component contains exactly one corner. Each
of the components can contain a terminal vertex
or not, which makes 23 = 8 subclasses.

 There is one component with two corners, and one

component with one corner. There are a number of
di erent cases: there are three choices which two
corners can belong to the same component. Also,
this component either contains a terminal or not.
Then, the other component can contain a terminal
or not. This would give 3  2  2 = 12 subclasses.

Figure 7: 202  23 possibilities to create a forest for G(s)
For boundary vertices (leafs) there is only one possibility. The one-component forest consisting of that sole
vertex. It necessarily connects all three corners, since
all corners are at the only vertex. The class of the forest depends on whether or not that vertex is a terminal.
The other 19 classes are empty.
For internal vertices s, forests can be constructed by
choosing:
Figure 6: The 20 classes of forests, with terminals shown
as black dots
However, since all terminals are boundary vertices,
any path from the top corner to a terminal will
cross or meet any path from the left corner to
the right. Therefore there are no two-component
forests with the left and right corners in one component, and the top and a terminal in another.
This reduces the number of two-component classes
to ten.

 There is one component containing all three cor-

ners. There are two subclasses: one for components with a terminal vertex, and one for components without a terminal.

Note that forests in the same class are equivalent
with respect to their ability to connect parts of neighbouring subgraphs. They are also equivalent with respect to the need to connect certain corners to establish
paths to all terminals. To be precise, if S-forests F1 and
F2 belong to the same subclass, then if we have a Steiner
tree whose intersection with G(s) is F1 , we get another
Steiner tree by replacing F1 by F2 . So whenever a forest
is part of a minimum Steiner tree as required, the forest
must be a least weight forest in its class. Otherwise it
would be possible to replace this part of the solution by
an alternative forest of lesser weight.
For each vertex s, except t, and for each of the twenty
classes, we calculate the minimum total weight of a Sforest in G(s) in that class, if one exists.

 one of the minimal forests of ( );
 one of the minimal forests of ( );
 whether or not to include ( ( ));
 whether or not to include ( ( ));
 whether or not to include (  ( ( ))
l s

r s

s; l s

s; r s
r

l s

;l

 (r(s))) (this

is the boundary edge that connects the subgraphs
rooted at the children of s).

For each combination, we can easily determine its
class (it depends directly on the ve choices made above;
no further information needed), and its size (assuming
that the sizes of the minimal forests for l(s) and r(s)
have already been established). We can also check easily
whether the result ful ls the conditions of being an Sforest.
The ve choices establish a xed number of combinations for each node. There are 20 possibilities for the
rst choice, 20 for the second, and 2 for each of the others. This makes 202  23 = 3200 in total. However, 2632
combinations are useless because they contain loops,
dead-ends without a terminal, components that do not
contain a corner, or unconnected non-corner terminals.
Tables containing the remaining 568 valid combinations
will be used in the implementation, so that only valid
combinations have to be checked.
For each internal vertex, we examine all valid combinations. For each of the 20 result classes, we store the
following information about a minimum forest in that
class for that vertex:

 its total weight;
 the ve construction choices that lead to this forest.

For the computations of the total weights of the
forests, we need to have the weight of the boundary
edge (r (l(s)); l (r(s))) quickly. In order to do this,
we also maintain for every s the weight of the boundary edge, connecting r (s) to its right neighbour vertex
outside G(s). This costs O(1) time per vertex. Now we
can conclude that an internal vertex can be handled in
O (1) time.
Processing the tree T bottom-up, we obtain in linear
time for each of the classes the minimum total weight
of a forest in the class for G(t0 ).
Each of these 20 minimal forests can be extended to
a Steiner tree according to our speci cations as follows.
For each connected component in the forest, add the
least weight edge that connects one of the corners to t.
Note that all corners of G(t0 ) are adjacent to a vertex
not in G(t0 ). There is only one such vertex: it is the
terminal t.
After all components have been connected to t, the
forests have become trees. We still have only an implicit representation of the trees, but we can construct
them easily in O(n) time by processing the graph topdown, following the construction choices recorded in the
bottom-up phase of the algorithm.
Out of the 20 Steiner trees that can be constructed,
we take the tree of minimum total weight, and output
that tree.
(The number of forests that really need to be checked
is actually smaller than 20. We know that there is at
least one terminal in G(t0 ). Furthermore, we can forget
about components containing multiple corners, but no
terminals. 13 forests for G(t0 ) remain.)
Note that the medial axis has linear complexity and
can be calculated in linear time [6]. The complete minimum Steiner tree algorithm as explained above, runs
in O(n) time as well (n being the number of vertices in
the input polygon).
4 Conclusions

In this paper, we applied dynamic programming techniques, established for graphs of bounded treewidth,
to give an eÆcient algorithm for a problem arising in
map generalization. Besides the contribution made here
for this map generalization problem, one can also note
that a nice example is given how the methodology established for graphs of bounded treewidth (sometimes
deemed of only theoretical interest) can give rise to
practical algorithms for real-life applications.
An interesting open problem that remains is to nd
a polynomial time algorithm for the variant Steiner tree

problem that was mentioned in the introduction. Given
a polygon, with some vertices and some edges marked as
`hard', can we nd eÆciently a Steiner tree of minimum
total length that connects at least all hard vertices and
edges, with no part of the tree outside the polygon?
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